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A web server is server software, or 
hardware dedicated to running this 
software.

Satisfies client requests on the World 
Wide Web. 

Can contain one or more websites. 

Processes incoming network requests 
over HTTP and several other related 
protocols.

The primary function of a web server is 
to store, process and deliver web pages 
to clients.[1] 

Pages delivered are most frequently 
HTML documents, which may include 
images, style sheets and scripts in 
addition to the text content.

A user agent, commonly a web browser 
or web crawler, initiates communication 
by making a request for a specific 
resource using HTTP 

The server responds with the content of 
that resource or an error message if 
unable to do so. 
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If the server provides database 
applications, we typically call it a 
database server, where,

- It connects to a database via a 
database management system 
(e.g. MySQL),

- the database may or may not be 
in the same machine as the 
server software, and also,

- the database may exist in a 
distributed manner, across 
several machines

A database server can thus produce 
information dynamically, as per the 
requests of the client. (The most 
common functionality of servers is to 
return .html pages which can be 
generated statically).  
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A special type
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Putting together 
components of a 
Web Application

Web 
Server

Client

A client (e.g. browser) requests the 
web server for information (pages, 
data, etc.) or requests some action. 

The web server returns the info (or 
performs the requested actions).



Putting together 
components of a 
Web Application

Web 
Server

Client

Client side

Server side

The web server does a number of 
things to process the client’s request.

All this happens on the server side.

(This is our first glimpse of the 
client-server architecture.)
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access data in a database managed 
by a database management system.
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Server side

Let’s say the web server needs to 
access data in a database managed 
by a database management system.

Thereafter the server would need to 
dynamically create content, and 
send it to the client, rather that 
sending out pre-built static pages. 



DBMSPutting together 
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Web 
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Client

DB

Client side

Server side

You cannot use HTML to perform 
dynamic processes such as pulling 
data out of a database. To provide 
this type of functionality, you put 
script code into the parts of a page 
that you want to be dynamic. [ref]

https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/lamp-stack-explained
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Server

Client

Script

DB

Client side

Server side



OS

DBMSPutting together 
components of a 
Web Application

Web 
Server

Client

Script

DB

Client side

Server side

All these operations are enabled by 
the Operating System  [ref]

https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/lamp-stack-explained
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Linux

MySQLPutting together 
components of a 
Web Application

Apache 
Server

Client

PHP

Relational 
DB

Client side

Server side

A typical combination of these 
components.

Known as the LAMP Stack.

https://www.php.net/manual/en/intro-whatis.php


Linux

MySQLPutting together 
components of a 
Web Application

Apache 
Server

Client

PHP

Relational 
DB

Client side

Server side

Since we’ll be using MySQL, we’ll be 
querying the database using SQL. 

So, we’ll have to plug in SQL code 
inside our PHP script.

https://www.php.net/manual/en/intro-whatis.php
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SQL Injection 
Attack

SQL examples 
(Lecture on the topic by Prof. Du)
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Question 
(Lecture on the topic by Prof. Du)





Thank you 
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